
 

Gemma Anderson: Isomorphogenesis No.13 

Richard Bright: Can we begin by you saying something about your background? 

Gemma Anderson: I grew up in Belfast city. At school I studied art and biology and kept bringing the 

biological into my artwork. I was frustrated by the text-heavy teaching style in A-level biology, which 

put me off conventional scientific education but also provided an opportunity for me to begin to 

approach biology in my own way. Since then I have used drawing as my ‘way in’ to investigate 

phenomena that are studied by biological and other scientific disciplines. I have generated my own 

questions about natural phenomena during art school (University of Ulster, Falmouth College of Art, 

Royal College of Art) and gradually built up a stronger relationship with scientists and scientific 

institutions which led to a number of collaborations and residencies (for example Imperial College, 

Wellcome Trust, Natural History Museum). 

My current work, follows on from my PhD research about drawing as a way of knowing and about 

knowing about drawing as a way of knowing. I work with the theme of Morphology and Drawing as 



parallel dynamic processes, exploring intuitive and experimental drawing methodologies. My key 

questions are about: how can we understand form and formative processes through drawing and, 

what contribution can the artist make – representationally, analytically, in terms of interpretation 

and critique– to the advancement of knowledge of the natural world through drawing, especially 

drawing effected in collaboration with scientific practices and instrumentation? As an artist and 

researcher, my practice places artistic research in a scientific context through collaborations with 

scientists and institutions. This interdisciplinary exchange, led by drawing and dialogue, stimulates 

questions about ways to integrate scientific research, museum and laboratory practices into artistic 

practice and modes of display. 

 

Gemma Anderson: Isomorphogenesis No.1 

RB: Over the past twenty years or so, anthologies, conferences, dedicated degree drawing courses, 

research papers, have proliferated. They all speak of the ‘expanded field’ of drawing, expanded not 

only in what can be counted in as drawing, but also in how we can think about drawing. Why do you 

think there has been such an upsurge in interest in drawing? 



GA: I believe this recent resurgence highlights contemporary interest in drawing as an important 

part of visual literacy and as an epistemological and creative tool. The field of ‘Drawing Research’ has 

emerged in recent years, through a number of exhibitions, conferences and publications, as an 

active strand of artistic and ontological interest. 

In Writing on Drawing - essays on drawing practice and research (2012) Steve Garner argues for the 

value of drawing research to communities beyond the art world, namely the scientific and cultural: 

‘drawing research presents a powerful opportunity to demonstrate the ability to generate new 

knowledge about the visual and to communicate this through the visual’ (Garner, 2012:15). Garner’s 

view, like John Berger in Ways of Seeing (Berger, 2009), challenges the assumption of the supremacy 

of the written word in visual research. 

Drawing is also growing as a subject in its own right, with BA Drawing courses now being offered in 

the UK. In line with this development, drawing has also become a focus for contemporary art 

exhibitions. For example, the recent exhibition and symposium ‘A Call for Drawings’ is a project, 

exhibition and symposium curated by Klaas Hoek that selects drawings from artists, scientists and 

other professionals for an interdisciplinary research project investigating the role of visual thinking in 

cognitive and creative processes. This ‘call for drawings’ can be understood as analogous to the 

practice in the academic world of ‘a call for papers’, as such recognising drawing as an 

epistemological tool in scientific and technological disciplines through sketches, maps, drafts, 

diagrams and other kinds of drawings. Hoek sees drawing as essential to the understanding of 

problems and the communication of thoughts towards their solutions, saying: 

When probing into the unknown, drawing is an ideal tool because drawing is thinking, pointing; it 

makes things present and puts them at a distance, it is a mode of inquiry. Drawing can represent the 

seen and present the unseen, the known and the unknown (A Call for Drawings, 2015). 

Journals investigating drawing have also emerged over recent years, most recently Drawing 

Research Theory and Practice (DRTP) (Intellect Ltd) which published its first volume in 2015. Key 

topics explored by DRTP include drawing as an experimental practice, as research, as representation 

and/or documentation, drawing as process or as performance, and drawing as an interdisciplinary 

practice, while taking into account the diversity of its practical, theoretical and physical expressions. 

http://www.amazon.co.uk/Writing-Drawing-Essays-Practice-Research/dp/1841502006/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1452676763&sr=1-1&keywords=writing+on+drawing+essays+on+drawing+practice+and+research
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Ways-Seeing-Penguin-Modern-Classics/dp/014103579X/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1452676881&sr=1-1&keywords=john+berger+ways+of+seeing


 

Collaborative Drawing: Drawing an Octahedron in the Fourth Dimension, Graphite on Paper (Gemma 

Anderson and Alessio Corti, 2013) 



 

Gemma Anderson and Professor Alessio Corti (imperial college)- 

RB: Collaboration is an important aspect of your work. Why is this? What role does drawing play? 

GA: The collaborative element of this work is multi-faceted in nature: both formal and informal, 

involving meetings, working with scientific collections, conversations and drawing. Collaboration is 

essential to access specimens and to enter into dialogue with museum curators and scientists who 

know about the morphology of their collections. Direct engagement with scientists provides a first-

hand account of scientific practice, which allows the opportunity to observe and to compare 

scientific and artistic approaches; while working within the museum provides a space to test drawing 

as a mode of knowing in a scientific context. 



 

Gemma Anderson: Leaf Form, Copper Etching (Drawn from the National History Museum, London, 

2013) 

Despite my lack of formal scientific training, I have embedded my artistic practice within the 

conventions of scientific institutions and collections. This has generated a practice of asking 

unconventional questions and has resulted in an unconventional body of knowledge. During this 

process, it has been important to observe the practice of scientists at the museum in order to realise 

what is shared between these scientific practices and my own method, for example, observation, 

trained judgment and abstraction. 

As a morphological study, my practice has grown from and required the existence of an evolving 

interdisciplinary network: A (fragmented) collection of natural scientists, mathematicians, 

philosophers and artists in London, Exeter and Cornwall, which formed the basis of the Cornwall 

Morphology and Drawing Centre (www.cmadc.uk). This is necessary because the natural sciences, 

mathematics and art overlap in their study of form, and there are many aspects that are 

http://www.cmadc.uk/


complementary to one another. Following these observations, drawing provides a way to make 

these connections visible. 

 

Gemma Anderson: Four Fold Symmetry, Copper Etching (Drawn from the National History Museum, 

London, 2012) 

Collaborating with natural scientists and mathematicians has affected the focus of my attention on 

specific scientific objects, which can be observed or reached through conceptual means to address 

my questions. For example, natural scientists at the Natural History Museum directed my attention 

towards specimens that I had not previously considered or known about, and mathematicians could 

answer my questions about the nature of form through collaborative drawing. At first, a lack of 

scientific understanding seemed to be a limitation but, in time and through experience, I have grown 

to appreciate the ‘extra-scientific’ value of the questions I brought to these collaborations: These 

questions of drawing are different but related and often complementary to those of science. 



 

Gemma Anderson: Isomorphogenesis No.14 

RB:  Imagery in science is primarily used to communicate findings and, in some sense, can be seen as 

being both ‘illustrative and ‘provocative’. Would you say that your images are ‘scientific’? 

GA: That is a hard question, many of my images could not exist without science, but rather than 

themselves being scientific, they offer a different perspective on the phenomena studied by science 

- a different ‘way in’ to the subject. 

One of the main characteristics of morphological drawing in both science and art is of describing 

form with a simple, economic line that reduces the aesthetic ‘noise’ of the morphology as observed 

in real life. This approach to drawing is not concerned with shading or gesture, but is concerned with 

rhythm, mark making and delineation. At an early age, I was inspired by morphological drawings in 

scientific textbooks and by the drawings of Leonardo da Vinci (da Vinci, 1980). I have consciously 

maintained an approach that is consistent and comparable with this history of scientific and artistic 

drawings which hold epistemological value. In order to communicate to both art and science 



practitioners and audiences, it is important that the drawings created through my work are 

comparable to (but not the same as) other morphological drawings. The etched line is also 

consistent with the fine lines of scientific drawings. 

 

Gemma Anderson 

RB: What role does pre-determination versus spontaneity play in the working process of your 

drawings? 

GA: Drawing from life is always an experiment because the individual nature of the specimen can be 

very unpredictable. The individual variations of specimens bring challenges and surprises to the 

work, and also to any process of classification (true of both scientific taxonomy and this artistic 

research). What occurs is an improvised response motivated by ideas and observations, which are 

reified through engaging with the real. One morphological character can be compared to another 

and through drawing body parts can merge, transplant and exchange as form takes precedence over 

scale. In this improvisation morphology suggests art, and the lengthy and patient observations are 

rewarded through a joyful and creative experiment in drawing, each with its own individual 

modifications. In the space of the page, the physical distance between museum specimens, normally 

housed in different parts of the museum, is confounded and allows for ‘extra-scientific’ comparisons 

revealing general patterns and processes at different scales and in different orders of being. 



 

RB: Artists and scientists alike rely on visual representations of worlds both visible and invisible. I 

would like to ask you something about drawing as a language. Many aspects of describing the 

physical world can only be done by mathematics, where drawing is typically an informal process, 

later translated into an algebra which provides a fuller description. For example, one can describe 

multi-dimensional space by words and visual images but these can only take you so far, a full 

understanding can only be realised by mathematics. My question is this, can drawing function both 

as a language for interdisciplinary communication and as an artwork in itself, that is, as both a 

process and object? 

GA: I consider myself a pluralist and therefore don’t believe there is any singular way to know 

anything, rather many ways with differing qualities and values to know many things. I don’t generally 

think of drawing as a ‘language’ because it does not adhere to syntax in a linguistic sense, and I like 

that. I am interested in drawing as a way of knowing and as an epistemological tool to apply to 

particular things, for example animal and plant morphology, knots and surfaces. As such, drawing 

can be understood as a form of intellectual enquiry into these phenomena. 



 

Installation view of 'Isomorphology: Riddles of Form', Galerie Thore Krietmeyer, Berlin, 2013 

I value drawing as both process and object. Through the act of drawing, time and space are 

contained and mediated by the drawn line. Drawing allows for an expansion of the subject through a 

time-based practice. One way of looking at drawing is to see it as a honing of the human being as a 

scientific instrument, an idea which is important to the process of Goethean observation: ‘For 

Goethe, the human being is the most powerful and exact instrument if we take the trouble to 

sufficiently refine our sensibilities’ (Naydler, 1996: 23). In the dynamic process of drawing, then, both 

the artist and scientist become the mediating instrument as the eye constantly moves over areas of 

contrast in the dynamic process of seeing. The eye navigates the object searching for lines, 

structures and patterns, for dark and light and for colour. Drawings not only represent the subject 

they describe but also the embodied human experience of the seeing process itself. 



 

Image from 'Isomorphology' Solo Exhibition, EB & Flow Gallery, London, 07/02/12 - 07/04/13 

RB: What projects are you are working on now? 

GA: I just finished my PhD ‘Drawing as Epistemology for Morphology’ and I am now preparing for an 

exhibition as artist in residence for Northern Ireland Science 

Festival http://www.nisciencefestival.com/ alongside preparing an application for post-doctoral 

research which builds on my PhD and previous work. The project will continue my collaboration with 

scientists and exploration of drawing as a way of knowing phenemona of scientific study (especially 

biological). I am also working on a new book… TBC! 

.................... 

www.gemma-anderson.co.uk 

www.isomorphology.com 

www.cmadc.uk 
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